FOREWORD
This book comes at a very opportune time. The 2002 ",Tinter Olympics
held in Salt Lake City drew international attention to Utah, The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saint,,-(Mormons) and to polygamy. Mormonism, one of the world's fastest growing re1igions, had its history,
beliefs and practices profiled in numerous articles and TV programs.
There is every indication that the Mormon Church would have undoubtedly preferred to have left out of the media spotlight the role of polygamy in the history of the church and its present ~Iay practice by fundamentalist Mormon groups and families.
In the media, members of polygamist groups described the positive
experiences of the lifestyle and claimed the right to practice polygamy as
an expression of their religious belief and as an individual choice. On the
other hand, former members recounted the pain of their experiences in
a culture they saw as rife with the physical and sexual abuse of women
and children. Other media stories parodied the issue of polygamy, describing products such as Polygamy Porter Beer, a local brew that has on
its label the slogans "vVhy have just one" and "Bring some home to the
wives." (VVasatch Brewery, Salt Lake City, Utah) As a result of the Olympics, issues like these were picked up hy international media and brought
to the attention and growing interest of a world audience .
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The media's fascination with polygamy during the Olympics might
have led to the erroneous impression that polygamy is exclusive to Mormonism and Utah. In fact, polygamy is practiced in other states and
countries arouml the world. For some, pblygamy is all about sex and the
abuse of women and children, a horror operating under the guise of
religion and a tradition that has to he stopped. For others, it is an expression of a strongly held religious belief and a practice that should be
legal or at least decriminalized.

Former Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau has said,

In an extreme scenario, any intervention could provoke a violent reac-

"The state has no business in the bedrooms of the nation." Did he mean

tion either internally (towards it'> own members) or externall y (to those

the state and society should not scrutinize the private sexual lives of adults?

perceived as enemies). If intervening presents such serious problems,

The general consensus is that Trudeau meant that laws controlling con -

does this imply the law should not be enforced?

sensua l sex should be kept to a minimum. In the United States, po-

Some suggest that decriminalization or repealing the law is the route

lygamy is illegal and has been since the 1800s. There are some who

to take since it would not be possible to eliminate the practice. Does this

believe that the state should apply the law and arrest those practicing

mean that polygamy should be legalized because we can't stop it? But

polygamy. The feasihility of such an undertaking is daunting. According

then, what about the abuse and exploitation? Because there Illay be con -

to some estimates 50,000 - 100,000 Americans practice polygamy. If all

siderable pitfalls to intervening or repealing existing laws, does this mean

the adults were arrested, what would happen to their children? Should

that the status quo is the appropriate position?

they be placed in state institutions or foster homes? And if so, would

The debate over what to do about the practice of polygamy will not

they be better off there? vVhat resources would be needed to carry out

be quickly resolved. The issues surrounding it are complex, and deci-

this plan of action? Even if this undertaking were feasible, what would

sions that will affect the lives of tens of thousands of people require seri -

be the goal and result of such an intervention? Would the practice of

ous thought. However, we cannot ignore the suffering that women and

polygamy be stopped ? VVould women and children be liberated?

chi ldren face as documented by the growing number of accounts of abuse

Most polygamists consider themselves to be "True Mormons," and

by former members of polygamous groups.

living polygamy is seen as a basic tenet of their faith and a practice that

Owen Allred, head of the Apostolic United Brethren polygamist

goes back generations. Rudger Clawson, the first person to be tried for

group, had this to say about child abuse in polygamist circles, "The thing

polygamy, said, "I very much regret that the la ws of my country shou ld

is a stinking mess." (New York Times, Feh. 23, 20(2)

come in contlict with the laws of God, hut whenever they do I sha ll

For those who are aware of this "mess," and especia ll y for those

invariably choose the latter." (Rudger Clawson, Desen:t News, 3 Nov.

who are not, this book, God's 87'otbel, dealing with the problematic side

1884, Richard S. V:ln \,vagoner, /II/01711071
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of polygamy, rovides an eye-opening look into the lives of the victims.

Books, 1989, p. 120) Indeed, present day believers still view the conflict

The author, Andrea Moore-Emmett, is well-situated to taclcle this com-

as one of God's bw versus man's law, and the choice for them is similar

plex issue. She was raised in the Mormon Church and has researched,

to Clawson's.

given speeches around the country and written about polygamy for the

If legal action is taken to stop the practice of polygamy, it would

past nine years. She has had the unique opportunity of meeting former

probably reinforce pr:lctitioners' need for secrecy and for separation from

members of polygamist groups and their families, as well as present-day

non-helievers and

perpetu~lte

their fear of persecution and prosecution.

members :1I1d leaders of these groups. Moore-Emmett has chosen to
approach this subject by giving voice to 18 women. These women have
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varied experiences in a range of different polygamist groups and fami -

\,yhat then should be done to protect these women and children?

lies, but they all share a common thread- deep pain and suffering as a

First, there is a need to acknowledge that these abuses occur. Next, there

result of the abuses that they have endured.

is a need to develop a coordinated .response by child protection agen -

Although these women come from different backgrounds (Mormon

cies, community groups, state and fedeml institutions and the Mormon

and non -iVlorJnon, polygamist :lIld non -polygamist), they all shared the

Church. Andrea Moore-Emmett's book will provide further impetus to

desire to become better people and live pure and spiritual lives. \lVe fol -

making the abuses associated with polygamy not just less acceptable but

low them along their spiritual paths as their dreams of utopia become a

eventually, unacceptable.

life of pain and suffering. Through their experiences we learn that when
power and control are exclusively in the hands of an authority, the only
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way to survive is subjugation of the self.
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Each chapter is focused on one woman and devoted to her indi-
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vidual experiences, including the sexual and physical abuse that she and
her chi ldren suffered, economic fraud, edicts against medical treatment,
lack of education, incest, underage marriages and birth defects. It is hard
to reconcile the image of women saying they are happy in polygamy

with the riveting stories recounted in this book.
The fact remains that there are women who profess happiness in
polygamous relationships. This should not, however, discount the reality of many others who li ve with deep physical, emotional and psychological scars. This book is a powerful testament to the abuses these 18
women have suffered and their tremendous courage in sharing their stories. Jan Shipps, the preeminent historian on the Mormon Church,
noted, "[N]ow that these plural relationships once sanctified by the church
have been tied to the victimization of women and children and possible
abuse of government resources, continuing tolerance of the practice in
the Mormon culture region will probal?ly be less acceptable than it has
been in the past half-century." Oan Shipps, Soj01l1'lJe1' in the Pro1l1ised Laud:
Forty YeanAlllong the M01111011S, University ofIllinois Press, 2000, p. 112 -
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